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Diixi and Fourth Valley agreed to proceed in a long-term cooperation
to carry out the development and support of young people who have
the drive to change Japan and/or aspire to take challenges overseas

Fourth Valley Concierge Corporation (Headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan, Yohei
Shibasaki, Founder and CEO, hereinafter “Fourth Valley”) and Diixi, Pte. Ltd. (Headquarters:
Singapore, Founder and CEO Noritaka Kobayashi, hereinafter “Diixi”), are pleased to
announce that we have reached an agreement of collaboration on development and support of
young people who have the drive to “change” Japan and/or aspire to take challenges overseas.
Fourth Valley, under the corporate message “Vigorously supporting the international mobility
of young talents, and realizing a society filled with dreams and hope”, strongly support young
people who take challenges all over the world.
Diixi, under the corporate message "Designing innovators", aims to establish a new
educational method that would create innovative person who can make a change to the world.
Diixi is holding extraordinary experience events worldwide such as the Chaos Asia
(http://www.thechaosasia.com/), “innovation summer camp”, and incubation camp for start-ups
and so on.
Shibasaki (Founder and CEO, Fourth Valley), took the rostrum at the pitch event
“KUROHUNE” that Diixi hosted and will also participate in the Chaos Asia 2013 to be held in
Singapore from 9 to 10th November, 2013. Through the cooperation, Fourth Valley and Diixi
have found a common vision, and we announce here that we have agreed to work on the project
of supporting "youth challenge" together by utilizing both companies’ experience and
know-how.
[About Fourth Valley Concierge]
Fourth Valley Concierge is a global consulting company with the mission and goal to become
the hub for top global talents and companies that brings a world of globalization into reality.
We offer solutions for various obstacles that companies may face in the course of globalization

which includes factors of recruitment strategies, languages, marketing research, promotion,
sales, and even further on, utilizing our rich network and database of top global talents of
students and alumni from our relationships with more than 700 high-ranking universities
(over 80 countries and 20,000 individuals as of March 2013).
*Fourth Valley Concierge Corporation’s company name, logo, and services are registered
trademarks and are protected in Japan and other countries.
[Contact]
Fourth Valley Concierge Corporation
P.R Dept. Aki Takeda (Ms)
7th Akiyama Building 3F, 5-3 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN
Tel: (+81)-3-3263-6847 / Fax: (+81)-3-3263-6848
E-mail: info@4th-valley.com
[About Diixi]
Based in Singapore, Diixi is engaged in innovational education and support of young
entrepreneurs who aspire to global expansion. As one of the educational method for innovators,
Diixi hold regular events called KUROHUNE and is the organizer of KUROHUNE incubation
camp (Kic) for the innovators. Diixi is also planning to hold an innovative event, “the Chaos
Asia 2013”, where 88 presenters and around 1,000 audiences get together at one place in
Singapore on 9th and 10th Nov., 2013.
（Diixi：http://diixi.com/）
（Kic URL：http://camp.kurohunepitch.com/）
（the Chaos Asia URL：http://www.thechaosasia.com/）
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